CAMCIG Conference Call
2:30-4 p.m.
December 1, 2008

Present: Linda Barnhart (UCSD), Armanda Barone (UCB-Chair), Brad Eden (UCSB—recorder), Lai-Ying Hsiung (UCSC), Wanda Jazayeri (UCI), Sara Layne (UCLA), Xiaoli Li (UCD), Nina Meechoonuk (UCSF), Manuel Urrizola (UCR), Jim Dooley (UCM), Rebecca Doherty (CDL)

1. Announcements/Updates

   UCI outsourcing authority records to Backstage

2. WorldCat Record Policy (Armanda):

   http://www.oclc.org/worldcat/catalog/policy/

   Discussion indicated that we would watch and wait right now to see what happens with this.

3. CAMCIG Training Proposal (Sara and Linda)

   Discussion of this draft proposal; decided that we would like Sara, Linda, and Xiaoli to proceed on examining training options on V. Parallel records, as well as a UC policy statement.

4. WorldCat Local and Low Level Records (Armanda)

   Discussion indicated that most campuses that have done reclamation are working on these.

5. Reprint Survey (Xiaoli)

   Still ongoing; discussion of definition of “reprint.”

6. Budget Cut Implications to Technical Service Units (Armanda)

   Sharing of information related to system-wide budget cut implications to technical services units.


   http://libraries.universityofcalifornia.edu/hots/camcig/ucthesesanddissertations.pdf

   Question has come up about the use of the $y.
Discussion indicated that use of the $y is approved for use by CAMCIG.

8. California documents: the “SCP proposal”
* Any news/updates?

Discussion indicated that Linda’s document for sharing information on this could be posted on the CAMCIG webpage.

9. California documents: the “UCB proposal”
* Five campuses; news and/or updates
* Archiving of CalDocs/GILS response

Discussion indicated that there are issues related to duplicate records, and that no information is available as yet on archiving.

10. Reclamation Updates

UCLA, SD, and UCI have not started theirs as of yet.

11. Wanda asked question related to California State Library policy response to separate record approach by federal government for monographs. Discussion indicated that most CAMCIG members are in favor of separate record approach. What is State Library doing?

ACTION: Brad will send email to colleague in California State Library for answer, and everyone will ask locally what issues are involved in implementing this policy.

Next phone call: January 5, 2009
Recorder: Jim Dooley

Tentative agenda items:
* Cataloging at the network level (Brad’s paper): any further thoughts or actions?
* Campus poll on local bib data